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How to Schedule a Senate Chamber Presentation

Contact the office of Senate Legislative Information and Constituent Services

(804) 698-7410
(888) 892-6948

information@senate.virginia.gov

Chamber presentations are available beginning in mid-March through mid-December, Monday—Friday, 9:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.

Each presentation is approximately one hour. Groups larger than 40 will be divided.

Presentations are not available when the General Assembly is in Session.

“How a Bill Becomes a Law” is an interactive exercise for students and visitors.

As a participant, you will…

Exchange ideas with others through mock debate

Improve ideas by offering amendments

Cast a vote using the computerized voting system

You’ll also learn about…

Citizen participation

History of the Chamber

The Senate Page Program

Architectural features

Participants become Senators and are led through the legislative process of identifying a problem and recommending solutions through debate, consensus building and compromise. Create legislation prior to visiting the Capitol or our staff will select a topic.
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